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Sener AKTURK

COUNTER-HEGEMONIC VISIONS
AND RECONCILIATION THROUGH THE PAST:
THE CASE OF TURKISH EURASIANISM*

Introduction
The end of the Cold War brought about a tremendous change in relations
between Turkey and Russia, archrivals over the past five centuries. In 2004,
thirteen years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia, once perceived
as an imminent threat to Turkey’s very survival, has become Turkey’s largest
trading partner. Similarly, post-communist Russians made up the largest
share of tourists in Turkey’s ever-growing tourism industry that year.
The spectacular size of the unofficial “shuttle trade” between Turkey and
Russia has lead to an underestimation of the volume of Turkish-Russian
trade, making Russia an even more important trading partner than the official figures already suggest once unofficial trade is factored in. Moreover,
the labor-intensive nature of the products exchanged in this trade demonstrates
how the impact of Turkish-Russian trade may be much greater than even
the stunning official figures suggest.
*
Kiren A. Chaudhry, Leonid Kil, Edward W. Walker, and John Webster read previous
drafts of this article and provided useful commentary. This article also benefited from
the comments of the participants in the Association for the Study of Nationalities
Conference in New York (April 15-17, 2003), from a presentation at the Berkeley Program
in Soviet and Post-Soviet Studies Center (April 20, 2003).
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Furthermore, trade and tourism are only two dimensions of a TurkishRussian partnership that also features ever-deepening military-strategic and
political aspects. Turkish generals do not talk lightly about Turkey’s
foreign policy and grand strategy. But when they do, history takes notice.
In a surprisingly overlooked speech, the Secretary General of Turkey’s once
all-powerful National Security Council, General Tuncer Kilinc, speaking
at the conference “How to Establish a Peace Belt around Turkey” held by
the Military Academies Command in March 2002, expressed frustration at
the European Union’s policies towards Turkey and said that Ankara needs
to start looking elsewhere for new allies. He singled out Russia as potentially the most strategic partner of Turkey and proposed the formation of an
“alliance” with this country.1 This statement, made in the middle of heated
debates over Turkey’s prospective membership in the European Union (EU),
came as an overwhelming shock to those who had ignored the trends and
radical shifts in Turkish foreign policy and military strategy over the last
decade.2
This paper looks at the origins of a newly emerging intellectual
phenomenon in Turkey, namely, that of Turkish Eurasianism. This movement imagines, for the first time, a common future for Turkey and Russia,
and places this future hope at the heart of a global geopolitical, socioeconomic, and cultural vision. Given the two countries’ extraordinary economic ties as well as their burgeoning military-strategic and political cooperation, focused analysis of Turkish Eurasianism is all the more essential.
The analysis of Turkish Eurasianism presented in this paper highlights
the centrality of geopolitics to the Turkish nationalist imagination. It is an open
question as to whether this over-emphasis on geographical “location” is
unique to Turkish nationalism or whether there are other nationalisms that
place a similar importance on geographic considerations elsewhere in the world.
No matter what one’s belief, the fact that Turkey’s location in the world is
part of an intense, open, and ongoing debate that occupies the center-stage
in the country’s public discourse as it enters the 21st century is undeniable.
Turkey’s geographical dilemma, or the severe condition of civilizational
confusion that Turkey suffers from according to Samuel Huntington, is as
lively and real today as it was a decade ago, if not even more so. Turkey’s
1

All major Turkish newspapers, among others, Hurriyet, Milliyet, Cumhuriyet, Yeni
Safak, issues published on March 7, 2002.
2
For comprehensive coverage of negative reaction in the Turkish media, refer to Kirmizinin
bilancosu // Hurriyet. 2002. March 11.
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ongoing engagement with the EU has intensified the urgency of the perennial question of “who are we?” which is intricately connected for the Turks,
as this paper will argue, with the question of “where are we?”
Reconciliation through the Past as a Prerequisite for Building
a Common Future
Weaving together analogous features of Turkish and Russian history
into a master-narrative about Eurasian identity that sees the ominous West
as the “other,” Turkish Eurasianism is clearly an attempt to reconcile and
overcome five centuries of uninterrupted rivalry and enmity between Turkey
and Russia by re-interpreting history. In the case of Turkish Eurasianism,
such reconciliation is partly realized by creating, or rather resuscitating,
heroes that partake in both Russian and Turkish history, such as Sultan
Galiyev. The historical influence of the Crimean and Volga Tatars on
the development of the Turkish intelligentsia and national consciousness
provides a number of historical personalities that the Turkish Eurasianists
favor in their narratives. Judging on the basis of the tone adopted by Turkish
Eurasianism, this narrative appears to be “tragic” one. Turkish Eurasianism
depicts Turkey and Russia as two “brother nations”, which were compelled
or “fooled” to fight each other for five centuries and “bled to death” by
the cunning and to the benefit of Western powers. Turkey and Russia are
depicted as being naïve in opposition to a clever and evil West.
Where does the need for such historic reconciliation come from? Turkish Eurasianism as a master-narrative is not simply descriptive, but also
prescriptive. The past is reinterpreted and historical “blood feuds” are reconciled in order to “legitimate a common future”. To illustrate with a domestic analogy, in order for two families to initiate a marriage between their
children, they first have to confront and settle any serious feuds they may
have had in the past, legitimizing the future in terms of the past. Reconciliation through the past by historical reinterpretation is a necessary component, in fact an absolute prerequisite, for the realization of a future “Eurasian state”.
Turkish Eurasianism as the Fourth Pole of the Turkish
Intellectual Landscape
Scholars who study Turkish nationalism and identity formation in its
historical context have identified three intellectual currents in respect to
Turkey’s identity and place in the world: Pan-Turkism, Pan-Islamism, and
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Westernism, of which the latter can also be described as Pan-Westernism
today in light of Turkey’s ongoing bid to join the European Union, the penultimate Western entity in this regard. Yusuf Akçura, a prominent Turkish nationalist ideologue second only to Ziya Gökalp in his impact, discussed
these three intellectual trends and argued in favor of Turkism in his extremely influential Üç Tarz-û Siyaset.3 Already in 1918, Gokalp attempted a
synthesis of these categories in Türkleºmek, Èslamlaºmak, Muassûrlarºmak
(Turkification, Islamification, Contemporanization4), proving that these categories had already achieved widespread acceptance even then.5
This tripartite model of thinking about Turkish identity persists to this
day in the work of both Turkish and Western scholars.6 Some scholars,
such as Samuel Huntington, believe that these divisions represent the incompleteness of Turkish identity formation and indicate a recipe for disaster,
Yusuf Akçura. Üç Tarz-û Siyaset. Ankara, 1976; David Thomas. Yusuf Akçura and the
Intellectual Origins of Üç Tarz-û Siyaset // Journal of Turkish Studies/Turkluk Bilgisi
Arastirmalari. 1978. Vol. 2. Literal translation of the title of this book reads Three
Kinds of Politics.
4
Contemporanization is a key word for the Turkish nationalist, and later Kemalist discourse. It means becoming contemporary with the level of advanced civilization.
It is interchangeable with modernization.
5
Ziya Gökalp. Türkleºmek, Èslamlaºmak, Muassûrlarºmak. Èstanbul, 1918. Even though
he was careful enough to use becoming contemporaneous instead of Westernization,
a closer reading of Gökalps writings on Turkish nationalism demonstrates that he was
unable to maintain the difference between the two. Especially when he distinguishes
between culture (hars) and civilization (medeniyet) and claims that Turks should
adopt Western civilization while preserving a Turkish culture, it is clear that he confuses
the meanings of high and low culture with civilization and culture, respectively.
Ziya Gökalp. The Programme of Turkism // Turkish Nationalism and Western Civilization.
Selected Essays of Ziya Gökalp. Westport, 1981 [1959]. Ziya Gökalp. Hars ve Medeniyet.
Ankara, 1964. Ziya Gökalp. Türkçülüüün Esaslarû. Ankara, 1970.
6
Hugh Poulton. Top Hat, Grey Wolf and Crescent. Turkish Nationalism and the Turkish
Republic. New York, 1997; Suna Kili. The Ataturk Revolution. A Paradigm of Modernization. Istanbul, 2003; Kemal H. Karpat. The Politicization of Islam. Reconstructing
Identity, State, Faith, and Community in the Late Ottoman State. New York, 2001; Karpat
documents the transition from the Ottomanist-Islamist paradigm to the Turkist paradigm
and his unique contribution is the tripartite categorization of Turkish thinkers, a division
which itself mirrors the Turkist/Westernist/Ottomanist division. In Karpat’s discussion,
Ziya Gökalp appears as a Western leaning Turkist whereas Russian émigrés headed by
the Kazan Tatar Yusuf Akçura appear to be “ur-Turkists.” In contrast, Fuat Köprülü,
who represents the third pole in this narrative, appears to be more amicable towards
accepting “Ottoman history as Turkish history”, which both Gökalp and Akçura, and
the ideologues of the new Turkish Republic avoided.
3
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making Turkey “the most obvious and prototypical torn country” in its cultural
disorientation.7 Yet even Huntington, in taking the Islamist-WesternistTurkist division as his referential frame, testifies to the widespread legitimacy this trinity commands. Conceptualizing Turkey’s options after the Cold
War, he strictly adheres to the three classical options: “Having rejected
Mecca [Islamism] and then being rejected by Brussels [Westernism], where
does Turkey look? Tashkent [Turkism] may be the answer.”8 What Huntington or anyone else could not have imagined at the time was that, in fact,
some intellectuals – the so-called Eurasianists – have suggested “Moscow”.
This paper will trace the emergence of Eurasianism as a “fourth pole”
within the historically tripartite division of the Turkish intelligentsia. Turkish
Eurasianism, which started first among a marginal clique of socialist leaning
Kemalists, later rapidly spread to include ever broader circles of socialists
and Kemalists and influenced substantial groups of Turkist nationalists
and even some Islamists, while provoking vociferous reactions from
the Westernizers.
Because the definition of Eurasianism is vague, it will be broadly defined
as a geopolitical, socio-economic, and cultural/civilizational vision for
the purposes of this paper, premised on the cooperation of Turkey and Russia
or Turkic and Slavic peoples, as the dominant Eurasian nations. This is how
Nikolai Sergeevich Trubetzkoy, the chief progenitor of Eurasianism, defined
the ideology in the 1920s.9 The definitional criteria of Eurasianism will be
elaborated on further throughout this paper as its different dimensions are
discussed with reference to the work of Attila Ilhan.
Conjectures, More Conjectures10: From the Particular to the General
and Vice Versa
The next section of the paper will put forward a few conjectures that
will place Turkish Eurasianism in its particular (Turkish) and general (theoretical) context: First, it should be noted that Eurasianism itself is likely to mirror
7

Samuel P. Huntington. The Clash of Civilizations? // Foreign Affairs. Summer 1993.
Pp. 42-45.
8
Ibid. P. 42. Brackets added.
9
Nikolai Sergeevich Trubetzkoy. The Legacy of Genghis Khan and Other Essays on Russia’s
Identity. Ann Arbor, 1991.
10
The title of these remarks was inspired by the humble titles of Francesco Moretti’s two
articles, Conjectures on World Literature // New Left Review. 2000. No. 1 and his later
article, More Conjectures // New Left Review. 2003. No. 20.
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post-Ottoman, latent imperial ideology, which Ilhan considers Pan-Turkism
and Pan-Islamism to similarly represent. Second, Eurasianism differs even
as an imperial vision from Pan-Turkism, Pan-Islamism, and Ottomanism in
that previous imperial ideologies were premised on explicit Turkish leadership, whereas a tacit acceptance of Turkey’s participation, not as leader, but
as partner or assistant (even as the most important one) to a superior great
partner in the form of Russia is evident for the first time in Eurasianism.
Third, Eurasianism and Europeanism are conceived of in dialectic opposition, as the Eurasian Idea is mostly a “reaction” to an established and evolving European Idea that has gone on the offensive. As such, Eurasianism
replicates the idealistic and universalistic features of the European Idea,
even as it inverts these so as to preserve its counter-hegemonic posture,
cleansing itself from ethnic, racial, and religious overtones to the extent that the
European Idea is free from these particularistic elements.11
Fourth, given their semi-peripheral or maybe even peripheral role in
the world economy and culture with pressures of globalization increasing
on peripheral nations, it is possible for Turkey and Russia to adopt whatever
the predominant counter-hegemonic discourse happens to be at any historical
juncture, be Slavophilism or Eurasianism, Pan-Turkism or Pan-Islamism.
It is also possible that under democratic conditions, the elitist Westernizing
discourse will not be sustainable in Turkey and perhaps even less so in
Russia.
Fifth, a new kind of “regionalism” is introduced both as an expression
of the processes of globalization and as a reaction against these processes.12
In this connection, it was a novel suggestion from the socialist perspective
to propose a new conference to unite Third World nation-states resisting
hegemonic globalization.13
Sixth, it would make intuitive sense if the success of Turkey’s bid to
join the EU were to be inversely correlated with the appeal of Turkish
11

Trutbezkoy’s views on the use of civilization as a discursive device by the West are
noteworthy in this connection. In his “Europe and Mankind,” he argues that the RomanoGermanic (i.e. European) people use “civilization” and “humanity” to denote their own
particular civilization and their own particular humanity, but they use these terms in a universalized fashion without any scruples because they only consider themselves to be human
and to be civilized. Trubetzkoy. The Legacy of Genghis Khan. Pp. 1-64.
12
James H. Mittelman and Richard A. Falk. Global Hegemony and Regionalism //
The Globalization Syndrome: Transformation and Resistance. Princeton, 2000; James
H. Mittelman. Globalization: Critical Reflections. Boulder, 1996.
13
Leo Panitch. Rethinking the Role of the State // Globalization. Critical Reflections.
Boulder, 1996.
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Eurasianism; however, that relationship may be more complicated than
simple inverse correlation. On the contrary, Turkey’s ongoing engagement with the European Idea provides – and will continue to provide
even in the event of acceptance and integration with the EU – a pool of
resentment and antagonism that could serve to attract people to Turkish
Eurasianism.
Seventh, Turkish Eurasianism as an imperial ideology is an example
of a prolonged “post-imperial trauma.” Post-imperial traumas survive longer
and are even reinforced further when the former imperial center remains as
an independent country and does not bear the brunt of foreign occupation,
military humiliation, and the subsequent post-war re-education from above
by an outside power as was the case not only with all three belligerents
of World War II, but also with the liberated Eastern and Western Europe,
consequently reconstructed and re-educated by the United States and the USSR.
As Kemalists, socialists, and Turkists never tire of proudly boasting,
Turkey has never been occupied and never lost its independence as such.
In fact, Turkey is the only country among the losers of both World Wars,
which rejected the post-war settlement and reversed its final outcome through
successful military campaigns.14 Germany’s effort in World War II was an
attempt in this direction, but of course, it failed, and along with it failed the
similar revisionist visions of its collaborators in that war, Austria, Hungary,
and Bulgaria, all of them losers from World War I.15 As a consequence,
14

“Where else among the defeated imperial powers did a movement emerge, capable of
challenging the armed might of the enemy and obliging him to conclude a satisfactory
peace settlement, securing the independence and integrity of the nation… In Germany,
cowed and humiliated by defeat, the leaders of the recently established Weimer Republic
were obliged to accept the harsh terms of the Treaty of Versailles (1919), a fertile source
of future conflict. In Russia, the recently installed Bolshevik government… was obliged
by the Central Powers, Germany and Austria-Hungary, to accept the terms of the Treaty
of Brest-Litovsk (1918), sacrificing extensive territories in western Russia, the Baltic
and Ukraine, while in Austria-Hungary a settlement loosely based on the principle of a nationality was simply imposed… with little or no consideration for the interests of the former
imperial powers.” A. L. Macfie. Ataturk. London, 1994. P. 2.
15
The Hungarian post-imperial trauma of the 1920s and 1930s is suggestive in its analogous
features to the Turkish case. Indeed, Hungarian nationalists and imperial visionaries
distanced themselves from the framework of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which after
all, proved unsustainable and failed. They sought to recover an imperial heritage, a remote
and esoteric genealogy, pointing to a golden age as removed from the Hungarian condition
as possible at the time. “Turanian” imagination was safely distant enough, and sufficiently
glorious so as to sustain an otherwise impossible imperial past and its projection into the future.
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all had imperial visions of one kind or another exorcised out of public
discourse in the course of post-war “re-education”, undertaken by the U.S.
in Western Europe (West Germany and Italy) and by the USSR in Eastern
Europe (Hungary, East Germany, Bulgaria, part of Austria). None of the losers
in both world wars voluntarily gave up their visions of imperial grandeur.
They all had to be subjected to full-scale foreign occupation and wholesale
re-education from above by an outside power.16
Eighth, a movement such as Turkish Eurasianism and the Turkish-Russian
analogies posited by Attila Ilhan should provoke us to rethink the notions
of Middle Eastern and Post-Communist Studies. We may need to consider
redrawing the boundaries of these areas of academic inquiry. This process
is already underway. Ilhan suggests that Turkey and Russia the systems
most similar to each other and, even if one does not agree with Ilhan’s
argument, one can still follow his provocative suggestion in considering
Turkey and Russia as more alike than either Turkey and Saudi Arabia
(as the Middle Eastern Studies would suggest) or Russia and Slovenia
(as the post-Communist Studies would suggest).
In this paper, Turkish Eurasianism will be outlined and discussed in detail
with reference to the thinking of Attila Ilhan, the chief progenitor of Turkish
Eurasianism. It was Ilhan who consistently wrote on the subject of the TurkishRussian alliance, even during the fervently Russophobic Cold War, and
who single-handedly popularized the idea of a historically embedded TurkishPositing Japan as the other sword of Turan, and even linking up with the Ottoman past,
Hungarian. Turanians were rather creative. The unusually interesting feature of a comparison
between the Hungarian and the Turkish case is that, by virtue of their common UralAltaic origins, the Turks and the Hungarians in fact both experimented with (Pan-)Turanian
ideology as an imperial vision. As such, the comparative value of this particular case is
blurred due to the apparent similarity of the ideologies in question.
16
Russia, even though it lost the Cold War due to internal collapse, has never been
invaded and re-educated; hence, imperial ideologies continue to survive even to
the present day. The somewhat unique experiences of Turkey and Russia are comparable
with the experiences of Germany, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Japan, and other countries
that have suffered the trauma of losing their empires. At first sight, the only variable that
seems to distinguish the former group from the latter is that they were not occupied by
foreign powers. These post-imperial comparisons should be pursued further, but the limitations
of this paper do not allow for that. There has been at least one effort in this direction,
which tangentially addressed some of the issues mentioned here. Karen Barkey and
Mark von Hagen (Eds.). After Empire. Multiethnic Societies and Nation-Building.
The Soviet Union and the Russian, Ottoman Empires. Boulder, CO, 1997.
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Russian alliance preordained by geopolitics and nature. He reintroduced
future heroes of Turkish Eurasianist thinking, such as Sultan Galiyev, Mulla
Nur Vahidov, and Ismail Gasprinskiy, from complete obscurity. The present
form of Turkish Eurasianism owes its existence to him. Even as Turkish
Eurasianism became relatively popular in the late 1990s, it was his writings
in which Turkish Eurasianist thinking found its most articulate and refined
argument as a “master-narrative”, as an ideology distinct from all others.
Attila Ilhan: The Father of Turkish Eurasianism
Attila Ilhan17 (born 1925) drew impressive parallels between the historical and present conditions of Russia and Turkey throughout his voluminous
works18, weaving these analogous features together into a “grand narrative”
that is both descriptive and prescriptive. His value-laden division of Turkish
history into certain periods provides an appropriate starting point in analyzing
his work:
17
Attila Ilhan (born 1925) is one of the most famous Turkish poets of the 20th century.
Apart from his poetry, he is also known as the writer of screenplays, journalist, movie
critic, novelist, and a highly political (democratic socialist, and Kemalist) and polemical
intellectual-at-large. Born in Menemen, a western Anatolian town near Izmir, he traveled
extensively throughout Turkey during his childhood because his father, a civil servant,
served as the appointed governor of several Anatolian towns. At the age of 16, he was
dismissed from high school when it was discovered that he was sending the poems of
Nazim Hikmet, Turkeys most famous 20th century poet and a convicted communist, to
a girl that he admired (Hikmet spent the last years of his life in exile, traveling the
Communist bloc, from Cuba to Bulgaria, and eventually died and was buried in NovoDevichii cemetery in Moscow, his Turkish citizenship renounced and never returned.
To escape imprisonment, Ilhan was reported to be mentally ill and spent time in a
mental institution instead of serving a term in juvenile prison. In 1946, he won second
place in the Republican Peoples Partys (RPP) poetry competition, his poems being
secretly sent to the competition by his uncle. He wanted to refuse the award as it came
from the very institution that was persecuting socialists like himself , but he eventually
accepted it. After dropping out of Istanbul University Law School, he went to Paris in
what became the first of his routine pilgrimages to the French capital, each of which
lasted a few years. In this period, he gained a comprehensive knowledge of French
history, society, and politics, and he was heavily influence by radical Paris of the 1950s
and 1960s, at the height of the anti-colonial struggles.
18
He has written 20 volumes of political essays alone, not including his even more
voluminous literary works, mostly poetry, novels and screenplays. For more information,
refer to http://www.bilgiyayinevi.com.tr, the site of the publishing house which published
the vast majority of his works. Last visited January 5, 2005.
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TURKISH HISTORY ACCORDING TO ATTILA ILHAN:

ILHANS VALUE

JUDGMENT

WORST

BEST

PERIOD I: 1800S (1838)-1919, PROLOGUE
Tanzimat Reforms/ Informal Colonization
of the Ottoman Empire. Diagnosis of “capitalist
underdevelopment” most clearly observed.
Russia and Ottoman Turkey “bleed to death”
in perpetual warfare.
PERIOD II: 1919-1938,
“FOUNDATIONAL MOMENT / DOUBLE REVOLUTION
AND THE ‘GOLDEN AGE’”
Bolshevik Revolution & Turkish Independence War / Kemalist Revolution. Kemalist
Turkey & Bolshevik Soviet Russia: strongest
alliance. Western imperialism defeated. Third
World revolution initiated.

BAD

PERIOD III: 1938-1990S,
“INTERREGNUM: COUNTER-REVOLUTION AND
IMPERIALIST COOPTATION”
Counter-revolution at home & co-optation
abroad in both countries. Turkey joins NATO.
Liberalization and “dependent development”.
Pro-Western Turkey used as a peon of imperialism against USSR.
PERIOD IV: 1990S-PRESENT,
“REVIVAL: PREPARING FOR THE ‘SECOND COMING’
OF EURASIANISM”

OPTIMISTIC

History repeats itself: conditions of the
1920s reemerge. West breaks down USSR.
Attempts to “divide and control” Turkey. Kemalist revival in Turkey. Putin revives Eurasianism in Russia. Increasingly anti-Western Turkey rapidly moves closer to Russia.

Instead of going over his meticulous interpretive description of each
period one by one, it is more useful to focus on the general theses and
themes that Ilhan develops and pursues throughout his description of the
four periods.
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Prologue: The Semi-Colonial Structure of Ottoman Turkey and
Tsarist Russia
Historically, the perpetual warfare and “blood feuds” between Tsarist
Russia and Ottoman Turkey is blamed on the the cunning of British and
French diplomacy, which sought to protect Europe from “the two barbarians
at its gates” by perpetuating the conditions under which Turkey and Russia
fought and “bled” each other “to death,” allowing Europe to survive and
to advance its interests eastward into formerly Russian and Ottoman spheres
of influence:
In the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire lost its previous glory
Such that for the Christian, capitalist, and imperialist West, the old
Eastern Danger slowly turned into the Eastern Question, which
meant partitioning. The real danger emerged to be Russia, which
was expanding it was a simple thing that the West had to do.
It had to keep the Ottoman Empire under its control and use it
against Russia! This was the strategic calculation behind the Tanzimat
reforms; in fact, Reshit Pashas special advisor, M. Cor, does not
hide this truth, saying  We think it to be imperative that the
Ottoman Empire constitute a barrier against Russia. The system
forced the two great Eastern powers to bleed to death as it was
wringing its hands with pleasure. This is the common observation
of Ghazi Mustafa Kemal [Atatürk] and Vladimir Ilich [Lenin] in the
1920s and it is true; after all, isnt it this observation that brought the
two young states, the Turkish Republic and the USSR, together in a
common struggle against imperialism?19
What is interesting about Ilhan’s interpretation is not that he “discovers”
the British/French (and later American) geopolitical motives to support
Turkey in containing Russia, but that he presents them as if they were the result
of a giant conspiracy. Implicitly counterfactual, Ilhan claims that if it had
not been for the cunning of Western imperialism, Russia and the Ottoman
Empire would not fight each other but would rather fight against the West.
The period of the Ottoman Empire’s semi-colonization starts with the
Tanzimat reforms and the Baltalimani Free Trade agreement with England,
19
Attila Èlhan. Ufkun Arkasûnû Görebilmek (Cumhuriyet Söyleºileri:2). Èstanbul, 1999.
Pp. 163-64. Unless otherwise noted, all the quoted passages from Turkish sources are
translated from their Turkish original by the author of this paper.
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both of which took place in 1838, representing Turkey’s political and economic integration into the capitalist world-system. Ilhan’s approach to economic liberalization, both in the late Ottoman and post-1945 republican
periods, bears striking resemblance to neo-Marxist and dependency schools
of thought.20 He emphasizes the de-industrialization and the “development
of under-development” through economic liberalization, both in the Ottoman
Empire and in post-1945 Turkey. As such, he shares much in common
with the major economic historians of the Middle East, though his interpretation is more laden with negatively evaluation.21 Ilhan argues, along
with a long list of contemporary Turkish intellectuals, that the European
Customs Union, of which Turkey became a member in 1996, simply brought
back the “capitulations regime” of the 1838 treaty, which led to the pauperization of the Ottoman/Turkish economy and society.22 Using “analogical argumentation”, Ilhan forecasts the destruction of the Turkish economy
and society at the hands of the European Customs Union.
Ilhan argues that in a semi-colonial country like the late Ottoman
Empire or post-1950s Turkey, seeming political/ideological divisions are
merely reflections of competing imperialisms (British, French, Russian,
American, European, etc.) and not representative of the popular will.23 He
provides lists of grand viziers, each of whom was identified via his allegiance to a European power. For example, Sait Halim Pasha, Mustapha
Resit Pasha, and most of all the grand viziers were pro-British; EnverCemal-Talat Pashas of the Committee on Union and Progress (CUP) were
all blatantly pro-German; Mahmut Nedim Pasha was known as “Nedimov” due to his Russophilia (the only one in this category)! For Ilhan, it
20

Andre Gunder Frank. Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America. Historical
Studies of Chile and Brazil. New York, 1969; Immanuel Wallerstein. Modern WorldSystem. New York, 1974; Peter Evans. Dependent Development. The Alliance of Multinational, State, and Local Capital in Brazil. Princeton, 1979; Samir Amin. Re-Reading
the Postwar Period. An Intellectual Itinerary. New York, 1994. Samir Amin is the only
neo-Marxist that Ilhan explicitly refers to as someone whom he has read.
21
Charles Issawi. De-Industrialization and Re-Industrialization in the Middle East since
1800 // International Journal of Middle East Studies. 1980. Vol. 12. No. 4. Pp. 469-479.
Roger Owen. The Middle East in the World Economy, 1800-1914. New York, 1993.
22
Attila Èlhan. Sultan Galiyef. Avrasyada dolaºan hayalet (Cumhuriyet Söyleºileri: 3).
Èstanbul, 2000. Pp. 283-290; Erol Manisali. Soüuk Savaº Sonrasûnda Türkiyenin
Seçenekleri. Èstanbul, 2002; Metin Aydogan. Yeni Dunya Duzeni, Kemalizm, ve Turkiye.
Èstanbul, 2002.
23
Attila Èlhan. Bir Sap Kûrmûzû Karanfil (Cumhuriyet Söyleºileri: 1). Èstanbul, 1998. Pp.
239-291. Also, Idem. Sultan Galiyef. P. 260.
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is impossible for genuine democracy to develop under these conditions.
Even the most formally democratic arrangements will simply allow for a
freer expression and reflection of the international balance of power in a
supposedly “national” parliamentary forum. Hence, the Tanzimat reforms
of the 1830s (pro-British) and the constitutional revolution of 1908 (proGerman) did little else than ease the realization of Western imperial plans
vis-à-vis Turkey. Only a radical break with the capitalist-imperialist system at home and abroad, and a concomitant change in Turkey’s foreign
relations, the only example of which Ilhan finds in the Kemalist revolution, can bring about “true” democratization and the free expression of
the popular will.
One of the most distinctively analogous features of Turkey and Russia
is the cultural/civilizational gap between the elite and the masses, which
again, like all “evil”, has in its origins in efforts to Westernize the countries
during the Tsarist and the late Ottoman periods.24 Political and economic
liberalization during the late Ottoman period, especially the so-called Constitutional period, was detrimental to Turkish society because it created an
alien, Westernized bourgeoisie, composed of European levantens25 and local
Christians:
The bourgeoisie during the constitutional period 26 was either
levanten or outright foreign. In any case, it was monarchist. Following
Independence, the place they left was filled by Muslim and some
Jewish “locals” who came from Rumelia (the Balkans). Ankara tried
to produce a national bourgeoisie from this core... in fact, this proved
a difficult task because these are both a la franca, and mostly
24

Ilhan. Sultan Galiyef. P. 85ff. The origins of this gap between the elite and the masses
goes as far back as the reign of Selim III in the Ottoman case and maybe even as far back
as Peter the Great in the Russian case, though Ilhan does not discuss the origins of the Russian problem in as much detail as the Ottoman case.
25
Certainly a stock term for Attila Ilhan, levanten denotes those Europeans, mostly
French and Italian, who settled in the commercial port cities of the Ottoman Empire
(Istanbul, Salonica, Izmir, Beirut, Alexandria) becoming “local” foreigners. They
established prosperous and distinctly European quarters in many cities. Levanten comes
from the French word, levant, meaning “East”; levanten, meaning “Easterner.”
26
The first Ottoman constitution was proclaimed in 1876, but did not last longer than
two years because Sultan Abdulhamid autocratically suppressed it. The second
constitution was proclaimed in 1908 and remained in effect until the end of World War I in
1918. In referring to the constitutional period, it is more likely that Ilhan meant the entire
Tanzimat period (1838-1918).
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freemason. They viewed Anatolia like the foreign merchants they
replaced.27

The Westernizing reforms of the Tanzimat period incorporated the Ottoman Empire into the capitalist world economy as a semi-colonial and
peripheral entity. Yet Tanzimat also created a psychological rupture, a cultural estrangement between the intellectuals turned elites and the masses
who nonetheless look to the intellectuals for their salvation:
Who warns the people against the political and economic oppression of foreigners? The intellectuals! Thats why the system attempted to domesticate the intellectuals from the very beginning.
To this end, it used cultural alienation. Missionary schools constituted
beachheads of this widespread alienation... There were 30 British
schools with 2,996 students; 60 French schools with almost 9,000
students; 15 German schools with about 1,500 students; and 435
American schools with around 20,000 students in the late Ottoman
period...28
The cultural alienation of the elites in general and intellectuals in particular
has been a popular subject in Tsarist / Russian, Ottoman / Turkish, and
Safavid / Iranian discourse ever since their encounter with the West.29 The characters of Bazarov in Turgenevs Fathers and Sons, Felatun Bey in Ahmet
Mithads Felatun Bey and Rakým Efendi, and Jafar Khan in Hasan Moqaddams
Jafar Khan is back from Europe are all literary caricatures of elites who
slavishly imitate the Western ways of living, corrupting themselves and
society.30 In the case of Russia, the cultural break between the elite and the
masses, sometimes referred to as the hour-glass society or torn country
27

Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. P. 56.
Ibid. P. 72. Quoted from Tevfik Çavdar, Osmanlûlarûn Yarû Sömürge Oluºu. Istanbul,
1970. Pp. 85-105.
29
Russian, Turkish, and Iranian encounters with the West show variations in their
beginnings and subsequent intensity. Russia’s encounter with the West can be traced
back as far as Peter the Great’s reforms, whereas the first effort at Western-style
modernization in the Ottoman Empire was the “Tulip Period” (1718-1730). For Iran,
the critical encounter came much later. Despite these wide variations in the timing and
nature of their encounter with the modern West, it is remarkable that these three countries
all had a constitutional revolution within three years (Russia, 1905; Iran, 1906; Turkey,
1908), which may be interpreted as a sign of the closing gaps between them in terms
of their degree of Westernization.
30
Mehrzad Boroujerdi. The Ambivalent Modernity of Iranian Intellectuals // Intellectual
Trends in Twentieth-Century Iran. A Critical Survey. Gainesville, 2003.
28
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phenomenon is probably more profound than in most other countries,
including Turkey.31
In sum, Attila Ilhan argues that the difference between elite and masses
is only one of “degree” in “normal” Western countries, where the elite is
simply materially better off than the masses, but shares the same “culture”.
In contrast, in Russia and Turkey, there is a difference in “kind” (i.e. nature) between the elite and the masses, where the elite has a Western culture
and belongs to a different civilization than the non-Western, Asiatic / Eurasian
culture of the masses. The same conditions holds even more so for the intelligentsia, and since the intelligentsia plays a key role in both Russia and
Turkey, most important of these countries’ woes result from the elites’ cultural
alienation from the masses.32 Ilhan’s remedy is the same in both cases: the
elite should shrug off the alien culture and articulate its own “national cultural
synthesis” in a modern framework.33
The rupture between the elite and the masses is also important in that
this rupture profoundly impedes genuine democratization in both countries.
A reason why egalitarian (Bolshevik and Kemalist) revolutions degenerated
into bureaucratic authoritarianisms in both countries is because the “Westernized bureaucratic elite” and “comprador bourgeoisie” (Ilhan’s own usage)
stubbornly defended its privileges through institutions that are thoroughly
anti-democratic and are designed to prevent a breakthrough to power
by the masses.34 The elitist/nuclear, secretive/exclusionary, anti-democratic /
oppressive structure of Turkish and Russian political parties is due to the Narodnaya Volya influence and to the nihilism of Nechayev, which infused the
Russian system and influenced the Turkish party system through the Balkans,
31

Richard Rose. Russia as an Hour-Glass Society. A Constitution without Citizens //
East European Constitutional Review. 1995. Vol. 4. No. 3. Also Huntington. Clash of
Civilizations.
32
Ilhans criticism of the Proletkult in Soviet Russia and Garip and Ikinci Yeni
movements in Turkey is based on the same argument. Ilhan is critical of Proletkult as
a cultural elitism, tracing it from Bogdanov to Mayakovsky and Yesenin and arguing
that Proletkult artists simply aped Dadaist-Futurist-Surrealist movements in Western
Europe, demonstrating their degree of disconnection and alienation from Russia. Ilhan.
Ufkun Arkasini Gorebilmek. Pp. 81-82. He then juxtaposes the elitist-Westernist
Proletkult with the national line, which he observes in the work and theses of Herzen,
Dobruluibov, Chernyshevsky, and Plekhanov, among others. Ibid. Pp. 85-86. Overall,
he seems to agree with Lenin and, ironically, with Stalin, who took a stance against the
Proletkult based on somewhat similar arguments.
33
Attila Ilhan. Ulusal Kültür Savaºû. Istanbul, 1998; Idem. Hangi Batû? (Anilar ve Acilar: 2).
Istanbul, 2001. Especially the quote from Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in the preface.
34
Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. Pp. 148-150.
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especially through Romanian and Bulgarian (“Centralists”) guerrillas.35 Even
worse, the first Turkish political parties (the Young Turks and the Committee
on Union and Progress) aped the secrecy of the Italian Masonic Lodges and
Carbonari around Thessalonica.36 Asserting direct and personal connections between Narodnaya Volya and the under-development of Turkish democracy and civil society, Ilhan traces Nechayev’s corrosive nihilist-narodnik influence on Turkish political system to Hüseyinzade Ali, who studied
in Petersburg and later became one of the founders of the CUP, the first and
most influential political party in Ottoman Turkey.37 The CUP became the
prototypical model for all Turkish political parties that followed, beginning with Republican People’s Party (RPP) in the Republican Era. The
elitist, secretive, and conspiratorial organizational form is responsible for
the rise of the apparatchik.
Moment of Founding: Confrontation with the West; Revolution and
Golden Age
According to Ilhan, the foundational moment for both Russia and Turkey
came in their simultaneous confrontation with the imperialist West and their
“double” revolutions (1917 Bolshevik; 1919 Kemalist). This inaugurated
a “golden age” of peace and prosperity, and the beginnings of a new world
order. Kemalism, Turkism, and Leninism are all different expressions of
the same anti-imperialist struggle.
“Turkism” originated in Russia, among the Tatar intelligentsia of the Crimea
and Volga region in reaction to Russian imperialism. Yet, according to Ilhan,
“original” Turkism was anti-imperialist, but not anti-Russian! This is especially difficult to understand since it was the Russian Empire these original
Turkists were reacting against. Here, Ilhan supports his claim with quotes
from the most renowned Jadids, especially the Crimean Tatar intellectual,
Ismail Bey Gasprinski, “Imagine that Russia established friendly ties with
Turkey and Iran… If it can get the support of Turkey and Iran, Russia would
be a relative of all eastern Muslims and undoubtedly will become the leader
of the Muslim nations and civilizations…”38
Ibid. Pp. 132-133.
Ibid. Pp. 132-133.
37
Attila Ilhan. Ufkun Arkasûnû Görebilmek (Cumhuriyet Söyleºileri: 2). Istanbul, 1999.
Pp. 32-33.
38
Ibid. Pp. 239-240. Quoted from Sergey Zenkovsky. Rusyada Pan/Turkizm ve
Müslümanlûk. Istanbul, 1983.
35
36
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Ismail Gasprinski is one of the figures that Ilhan rehabilitated and raised
to heroic stature. Gasprinski is extremely Russophilic and is nonetheless
respected as one of the progenitors of a Turkish consciousness and nationalism.
Gasprinski is unequivocally supportive of Russophilic visions, claiming
that “my travels and observations have convinced me that no people treats
a subjugated and generally alien tribe as humanely and as sincerely as do
our big brothers, the Russians.”39 The great role of the Crimean and Volga
Tatars in the making of Turkish nationalism creates the aura of a mystic
connection between the modern Turkish nation and the Russian lands.40
As a socialist who places his egalitarian ideology at the heart of his
Eurasianist vision, Ilhan wants to recover anti-imperialism as the original
“core” of Turkism. From Gasprinski to Akçura, from Resulzade to Velidov,
from Gökalp to Agaev, he finds that Turkism had staunchly anti-imperialist
beginnings.41 Yet he strenuously tries to depict the anti-imperialism of original Turkism as being anti-Western and not anti-Russian, a difficult position
to sustain. He then accuses Turkists of having deviated from their original
position during and after World War II, when Turkism became a “stooge”
of German42 and American imperialism.43 “What a tragic fate,” Ilhan exclaims, “to set off on the journey from the anti-systemic ‘Turkish Hearths’
and arrive at the ‘Idealist Hearths’ in the end, subservient to the very system that you set out to oppose.”44 He mentions that an earlier precedent was
set by the German cooption of the Young Turks and their use of Pan-Turkism
against Russia in World War I, or even the earlier German cooption of
Abdulhamit’s Pan-Islamism against both Russia and the British
Empire.45 In his usual narrative style, these analogous features of Turkish
history are used to foreshadow and argue against the attempt by the United
Daniel Rancour-Laferniere. Assimilationism in Relation to Ethnic Hatred // Ab Imperio.
2000. Vol. I. No. 1. P. 137.
40
Yusuf Akçura. Yeni Türk Devletinin Öncüleri:1928 Yazûlarû. Ankara, 1981; Alan Fisher.
The Crimean Tatars. Stanford, 1978; Azade Ayse Rorlich. The Volga Tatars. A Profile
in National Resilience. Stanford, 1986; Adeeb Khalid. The Politics of Muslim Cultural
Reform. Jadidism in Central Asia. Berkeley, 1998; ªengül Hablemitoülu and Necip
Hablemitoülu. ªefika Gaspûalû ve Rusyada Türk Kadûn Hareketi. Ankara, 1998.
41
Ilhan. Ufkun Arkasini Gorebilmek. Pp. 97-100.
42
The prestige of the Axis in World War II, the attractive force of their victories, dragged
old Turkists towards a racism that the Turks have never adopted throughout their history.
Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. P. 81.
43
Ibid. Pp. 79-82, 236-238.
44
Ibid. P. 82.
45
Ibid. Pp. 239-241.
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States to use Pan-Turkism against a much weakened Russia after the collapse
of the Soviet Union.46
Via these historical comparisons, Ilhan appropriates the cherished tradition of Pan-Turkism for the Eurasianist vision. He downplays the differences
between Turkists, socialists, and Kemalists and imagines all of these groups
to be united in a “Gramscian historical bloc” (Ilhan’s own usage) against
Western imperialism as was the case during the Turkish Independence War.
This historical bloc has Russia at its core.
The October Revolution, The Turkish War for Independence, and
the Connection to Sultan Galiyev
In his writings, Ilhan is mostly concerned with recovering a relatively
small slice of history, namely the 1920s and early 1930s, especially the time
of the Turkish War for Independence (1919-1922). His interpretation of
Ghazi Mustafa Kemal Pasha (Atatürk) and Vladimir Ilich (Lenin) as “selfconscious comrades in the same struggle against the West” is at the core of his
appropriation of his most cherished period in modern Turkish history.
By appropriating the Turkish War for Independence in conjunction with
the October Revolution for his Eurasianist vision, Ilhan hopes to show how
the existence of Turkey and Russia were (and still are) tied via this defining
moment of history. Finally, he discovers Sultan Galiyev, the Tatar Muslim
National Communist from Kazan, and elevates him to saintly status,
bestowing him with a messianic message and giving him the honor of having
began the process of Third World liberation. Bringing Eurasianism and
socialism together in the title of his recent book, Ilhan suggestively paraphrases the first line of the Communist Manifesto: “Sultan Galiyev: The Ghost
Haunting Eurasia.”
Sultan Galiyev, a Tatar communist from Kazan, saw a basic flaw in Eurocentric Marxism. “There is no blessing in the Western proletariat; revolution will definitely come from the oppressed nations, that is, colonial or
semi-colonial Eastern nations. And that’s why we should primarily give a hand
to these countries.”47 Acting upon this observation, Galiyev consistently
urged and allegedly convinced Lenin that a world revolution is possible
only through liberating the Third World.48 To this end, Galiyev, Vahidov,
Ibid. P. 107ff.
Galiyev quoted in Ibid. P. 98.
48
Ilhan introduces and extensively quotes a series of interesting documents and events in
this connection. He mentions that, contrary to the staunchly anti-communist Turkist beliefs
46
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and other Tatar Muslim National Communists suggested creating a “Turan
Socialist Republic” as the springboard for the socialist revolution in “the Muslim East and Asia, whose peoples are proletariat by nature”:
While I was examining Sultan Galiyev and Nur Molla Vahidov, I
discovered to my amazement that in the first union treaty that the Volga
Tatars persuaded Lenin and Trotsky to accept that the first Turkish
Republic that would join the USSR was supposed to be a great Turan
Socialist Republic, encompassing Kazan, Crimea, and the Bukhara
Khanates. This is what later made Stalin an enemy of Galiyev.49
The mythical agreement between Galiyev and Lenin is elevated to the
stature of a sacred “covenant” of Third World revolutionary socialism in an
Eurasianist framework. It is repeatedly mentioned as a factual reminder of
Lenin’s original wish and a source of legitimacy for the Galiyev’s cause.50 In
another counterfactual implication, Ilhan suggests that world revolution
could have been achieved had the Soviet Union followed Galiyev’s Third
Worldist interpretation of socialism. He also claims that the League of NonAligned Nations and the Third World socialist movements of the 1960s
were but a “dispassionate replay of Galiyev’s vision” of an Oppressed Peoples’ International or a Colonial International.51
of the Cold War, there is a strong and tangible link between Turkism and socialism/
communism during the 1920s. Apparently, it was Sultan Galiyev, whom the Turkists
also admire as a nationalist leader, who wrote the obituary for Mustafa Suphi, the founder
of the Turkish Communist Party who the Turkists detest, entitled Mustafa Suphi: Ego
Rabota (Mustafa Suphi: His Work) in the Zhizn natsionalnostei (The Life of
Nationalities). Again, it was Sultan Galiyev, who published an interview with Mustafa
Suphi in the journal Krasnoe znamia (Red Flag). Ilhans laborious efforts in turn led to
an ever expanding interest in Sultan Galiyev and Tatar Muslim National Communism in
Turkey. Renad Muhammedis biography of Galiyev was published in Turkish (Renad
Muhammedi. Sûrat Köprüsü Sultan Galiyev. Istanbul, 1993). A documentary was made
about him and aired on TGRT television. The journal Ulusal followed Ilhans lead in
asserting that Mustafa Kemal and Sultan Galiyev, these two revolutionary, historical
personalities ideas will have to be the guide of the Eurasian Project  (Ulusal. Fall
1997. P. 72; quoted in Ilhan. Sultan Galiyef. P. 151). Hanefi Muzaffer, one of Galiyevs
comrades, wrote Muslim people, that is colonial people, are proletariat en masse under
Russian colonialism therefore nationalist movements in Muslim Turkish countries
have the nature of social revolutionary movements. (from Znamia Revolutsii, 1918).
Pp. 155-156.
49
Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. P. 78.
50
Ibid. P. 217.
51
Ilhan. Ufkun Arkasini Gorebilmek. P. 53. The Turkish original reads Mazlum Milletler
Enternasyoneli and Sömürgeler Enternasyoneli, respectively.
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Ilhan argues that Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk) and Vladimir Ilich (Lenin)
perceived each other to be fighting on the same front against Western imperialism. Atatürk was not pro-Western, but was rather the anti-Western forerunner of Third World liberation with a very Leftist ideology. Realizing
that the real contradiction is between the oppressor and the oppressed
nations, and noting that the Turks are an oppressed nation, both Atatürk
and Sultan Galiyev downplayed class differences among the Turks and
mobilized the nation as if of one class because it was one class in relation
to the West.
...at the stage in which the anti-imperialist struggle found itself in the
1920s, Mustafa Kemal was of the opinion that class contradictions
could be pushed into a secondary position. In this he is in agreement
with Sultan Galiyev, just as he is in agreement with Dr. Sefik Husnu in
his analysis of the class structure in Turkey! Since the non-Muslim
and comprador bourgeoisie was purged in 1920s Turkey and the estates and wealth of Greek and Armenian merchants and landlords were
distributed among the people, it is debatable whether we can talk about
an opposition based on class distinction...52
Ilhan makes ample use of Mustafa Kemal’s statements in the same vein:
I feel the need to confirm, once again, that Turkeys struggle today
does not belong to Turkey alone...Turkey is making a great and important effort. Because what Turkey is defending is the cause of all the
oppressed nations, of all the East, Turkey is confident that the Eastern
nations that are with him will remain with him until this effort bears
fruit... (July 1922)53
In a much more celebrated and famous passage after the War for Independence, Atatürk says:
Look at the sun that is about to rise from the East! Today, just as I
see the dawn breaking, I see the awakening of all Eastern nations
from afar. There are many brother nations that will arrive at their
sovereignty and freedom 54
In this connection, Lenin was fully supportive of Mustafa Kemal’s Third
Worldist vision:
Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. Pp. 66-67.
Mustafa Kemal Pasha [Ataturk] quoted in Ibid. P. 15.
54
Ibid. P. 99.
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Vladimir Ilich [Lenin]... told Aralof [the Soviet ambassador to
Ankara]: he [Mustafa Kemal] is fighting a war for independence
against invaders; I believe that he will break the pride of imperialism,
and will wipe out the sultan and his entourage. We should help him,
that is, the Turkish people.55

The Muslim National Communist, Sultan Galiyev is again the first
to endow the Eurasianist vision with a Marxist-socialist legitimacy by claiming
that the real Marxist “contradiction” is between the oppressor and oppressed
nations. “The real great (majeur)56 contradiction is between the Turkish nation and the capitalist system, and Mustafa Kemal observed this very well
and has acted upon it.”57 Thus, while not being identical, Kemalism is “open”
to socialism:
Kemalism and socialism – and even communism – are not one and
the same. One of them was a national democratic revolution, the other
one an international revolution. Nonetheless, what is not to be forgotten and paid attention to? Is it that both of them were anti-imperialist?
This is still the common denominator.58

In his usual style, Ilhan sometimes gives a personal story linking his
theoretical construct about Third World socialism with real life experiences
of revolutionary characters.
The character Borodin in Andre Malrauxs Les Conguerants is a
real Bolshevik according to Tibor Mendes Des Mandarins a Mao
(Le Seuil, Paris, 1962) the same Borodin lived in Ankara during the
War for Independence: ...Mikhail Borodin, who has been in similar
missions in Turkey by Mustafa Kemal, came with the military and
civilian experts to help re-organize the Kuomintang.59
Ibid. P. 15.
As a matter of style and apparently deriving from his multiple stays in Paris, Ilhan
makes ample use of French equivalents of Turkish words in parentheses. Other stylistic
curiosities of Ilhan include his seemingly excessive use of obsolete Ottoman Turkish
terms and phrases, which in turn are derived from either Arabic or Persian. Ilhan published
extensively on matters of style as well, outlining his views on change and continuity
in the Turkish language, but his equally voluminous and interesting work in this field
falls beyond the practical limitations of this paper.
57
Ibid. P. 140.
58
Ibid. Pp. 16, 13-15.
59
Ibid. P. 92. Quoted from Yön. 1967. 4 June. Pp. 66-67.
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The “real” character of Borodin thus connects the three revolutions that
shook the world in the early 20th century, namely, the Russian, the Chinese
and the Turkish, also lumped together by an American philosopher at
the time.60 Ilhan weaves these connections, real or mythical, into a grand
narrative of world revolution and liberation.
Ilhan lays claim to Kemalism, socialism, and Turkism are claimed in their
“original” forms, translating them into Eurasianism in foreign policy and
international relations. The distinctive feature and core of Atatürk’s foreign
policy consisted of a strong alliance with the Soviet Union bolstered by a web
of regional security networks in the Balkans and the Middle East. The “golden
age of Kemalism”61 is inextricably linked to cooperation with the Soviet
Union, not only in foreign policy, but also in domestic affairs. Most importantly, the planned economy and rapid industrialization, a remarkable
achievement of Kemalism in the 1930s, is attributed to the recommendations of Soviet planners:
a Soviet delegation, headed by the skilled Soviet expert, Professor
Orlof, came to Turkey and within a relatively short period of three to
four months, provided us with a positive and practical plan The team
of Soviet experts, even more importantly, suggested the need to enter
into the iron and steel industries and they assured us that our country
is capable of establishing this industry 62
Ilhan contrasts the positive and well-intentioned recommendations of
the Soviet experts with the negative and baleful recommendations of Western
economic advisors, who discouraged Turkey from pursuing heavy industrialization and rather urged the development of agriculture, transportation,
and light industries with the ominous ulterior motive of keeping Turkey as
an underdeveloped, agricultural Third World country.

60
John Dewey. Impressions of Soviet Russia and the Revolutionary World, Mexico 
China  Turkey. New York, 1929.
61
The golden age of Kemalism in this narrative spans the period of Atatürk’s term as the
president of the republic, which covers the 15 years from the establishment of the Republic
to his death (1923-1938). It may even be suggested that the depiction of this period in
Attila Ilhan’s Kemalist/socialist historiography is reminiscent of the Age of Eternal
Happiness (Saadet-i Ebediyye) in Islamic historiography, which denotes the time when
the Prophet Muhammad himself was alive and at the head of the Muslim ummah.
62
Ilhan. Sultan Galiyef. P. 292.
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Interregnum (1938-1990s): Counter-Revolution and Imperialist
Cooption
The “golden age” of Turkish-Soviet cooperation was abandoned immediately after Atatürk’s death, when “Ismet Pasha, the fascist” hurried to ally
Turkey with the West, first cutting secret deals with Nazi Germany against
the USSR, then signing onto the anti-Soviet Atlantic Declaration after World
War II.63 Interestingly enough, the two ideologies that supported the golden
age, Leninism and Kemalism, were subverted and degenerated into personality
cults in a strikingly similar fashion, by Stalin and Inönü, both of them evil
dictators in Ilhan’s view.64 The Kadro65, an intellectual group attempting to
formulate Kemalism as a social revolutionary ideology with an international
dimension that stood for the “true” followers of Atatürk’s message, were
ruthlessly purged by “Inönü, the fascist”, just as the “true” followers of
Lenin were purged by Stalin.66
Ilhan adds organizational and cultural dimensions to his thesis of the “subversion of the Kemalist doctrine”. He argues that while Kemalism as implemented by Atatürk was a bottom-up democratic process that gave sovereignty
to the people, Inönü reorganized the party top-down following Atatürk’s
death, bureaucratizing it with a strict hierarchy and trying to emulate
the Nazism and Fascism that he and his associates, especially Recep Peker,
admired.67 In fact, Recep Peker, after his visit to Nazi Germany proposed
the reorganization of the RPP along the lines of the NSDAP, a proposal that
was rejected with fury by Atatürk.68 Following Atatürk’s death, Inönü became
Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. Pp. 246-249.
Attila Èlhan. Sosyalizm Asûl ªimdi. Èstanbul, 1995. Pp. 109-111.
65
In fact, Ilhan traces his own Kemalist-socialist affinities to the Kadro movement in the
1930s and the Yön movement in the 1960s, hence constructing an intellectual trajectory
of true Kemalism. Interestingly enough, according to Barlas, the Kadro movement itself
was very much influenced by an early version of the dependency school of thought as
articulated by the Romanian scholar Mihaulescu, who visited Turkey and had
conversations with the cadre of the Kadro. Dilek Barlas. Etatism and Diplomacy in
Turkey: Economic and Foreign Policy Strategies in an Uncertain World, 1929-1939.
New York, 1998. Regarding the Yön movement, again formed around a journal with
the same name Kadro, the most succinct observation is that of Hikmet Özdemir who
characterized Yön as a Turkish attempt at Baathism and African socialism of the kind
espoused by figures such as Ghanas legendary president Nkrumah. Hikmet Özdemir.
Kalkûnmada bir Strateji Arayûºû: Yön Hareketi. Ankara, 1986.
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president and Peker his prime minister and the two, with the support of
General Fevzi Pasha, realized their plan for a reorganization along Fascist
lines.69 The democratic, progressive, mass party that was Atatürk’s RPP
was transformed into an elite, regressive, and reactionary party by a Turkish
apparatchik, by Inönü.
Apart from exorcising the democratic spirit that infused the revolutionary
organization that was Atatürk’s RPP, Inönü superimposed an elitist, proWestern cultural program based on a Greco-Roman culture alien to the Asiatic
Muslim Turks. Whereas Atatürk tried to synthesize an original, modern
culture out of the cultural and historical sources of the Muslim Turks,
Inönü copied and superimposed a ready made modern culture based on
Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian sources. Atatürk attempted to synthesize
a modern, secular cultural out of the Turks’ Seljuk-Ottoman heritage that
was distinct but related toArab-Persian Islamic civilization. Inönü’s betrayal
of Atatürk’s cultural policy is a major theme of most of Ilhan’s writings on
culture and literary criticism.70
In sum, the subversion of the original socialist-Leninist and Kemalist
doctrines is yet another analogical construction of Ilhan’s thought. The unfaithful followers (Inönü and Stalin) of Atatürk and Lenin distorted the
original message of their predecessors’ revolutionary ideologies, exorcising their anti-systemic spirit. Moreover, they also turned these ideologies
upside-down, making them serve the exact opposite of their original purpose. In this vein, Stalin subverted socialism into a tool of Russian imperialism with a totalitarian agenda, while Inönü subverted Kemalism into a
pro-Western cultural policy that in fact serves, rather than challenges, Western imperialism.
Revival (1990s-Present): Preparing for the Second Coming of
Eurasianism
There is an inextricable link between Ilhan’s historical analysis of the Turkish
War for Independence and the Bolshevik Revolution, on the one hand, and
his prescriptions for the present-day Turkey and Russia, on the other.
Ilhan’s argument is an aesthetic construction that posits a perfect, flawless, and impeccable analogy between the socio-economic and political strucIlhan. Sultan Galiyef. P. 137.
Attila Ilhan. Ikinci Yeni Savaºû. Istanbul, 1996; Idem. Ulusal Kültür Savaºû. Istanbul,
1998; Idem. Hangi Edebiyat? Ankara, 1993; Idem. Hangi Laiklik? (Anûlar ve Acûlar 7).
Istanbul, 1995.
69
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ture of present day Turkey and the prevailing structures of the late Ottoman
period, especially during the Turkish War for Independence. During the
War for Independence, Islamists, liberals, and ethnic separatists were aligned
with the Western occupying powers and the pro-Western Sultan in Istanbul, much as these same groups are aligned with the European Union, the
United States, and the pro-Western bourgeoisie in Istanbul in present-day
Turkey. Ottoman Turkey’s semi-colonization went hand in hand with political and economic liberalization, just as is the case in present-day Turkey
according to Ilhan.
More importantly, Ilhan perceives the position of Turkey and Russia in
the post-Cold War international system to be identical to their position in
the 1920’s. Having built these one-to-one analogies, Ilhan anticipates that,
since Turkey is going through the exact same political and economic processes and realignments that it went through in the late Ottoman period,
then it will also reach the exact same climax: the attempted partition of
Turkey by Western powers, hopefully to be followed by Turkey’s liberation from Western imperialism by a bloc of Kemalists, socialists, Turkists,
and anti-Western, “genuine” Muslims with the help of Russia, the original
and perennial ally of Turkey against the West. Ilhan’s entire work can be
interpreted as preparing for that fateful confrontation with the West, when
Turkey and Russia should and will be on the same side.
Ilhan argues that the threats Turkey faces in the post-Cold War context
are identical to the ones Turkey faced in the late Ottoman period that eventually culminated in the War for Independence. History is repeating itself.
The USSR and Yugoslavia were victims of Western imperialism; Turkey is
next on the agenda, but the resilience of Kemalism has protected it so far.
Ilhan asks “why did the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia disintegrate?”
The masters of the New World Order are not only enemies of
socialism, a country that is big and nationalist  even if it is capitalist
and liberal  is not to their benefit. They cannot forget what a
disaster Japan caused. That is why they find it in their interest to
divide up big or potentially big countries, even if these countries
choose the most atrocious forms of liberalism. The disasters that
befell Russia and Yugoslavia in the last decade of the 20th century
are open evidence of this. But of Turkey?71
71

Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. P. 109. Article titled “Why did Russia and Yugoslavia
disintegrate?”
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Ilhan then proceeds to explain how the West, “the system”, has been
trying to carve up Turkey since the founding of the republic, as a “blood
feud” exists between the imperialist system and Republican Turkey, seen
as the first Third World country to defy the system. Western efforts to divide
up Turkey intensified after the Cold War:
there is a plan, and everything is made to proceed towards its
realization lets remember Tagariss report, Onus Probandi, The
Burden of Proof General Achille Tagaris is the president of the
Greek Strategic Research Institute and his report is a direct preparation of how Turkey could be broken up. Do you know what this man
focusing on mosly? Turkeys demographic structure! First, the numbers that the Turks give in population censuses are wrong [Tagaris
claims]. We are exaggerating these numbers. There arent 40-46 million Turks in Anatolia because Asia Minor is home to a very mixed
group of nations and peoples. There are at least ten million people
among the minorities, such that we should count the Kurds, Armenians, Arabs, Cherkess, Bulgarians Isnt it a fact that these people
living in Asia Minor were living there even before theTurks came
and conquered these places? Of course, it is their right to establish
independent states he deals most with the Armenians and the
Kurds.72
Following the Turkish takeover of Northern Cyprus, “the system” realized that Turkey became “unnecessarily strong” for its subservient role and
“the Cold War against Turkey” began. It began with Armenian (ASALA)
terrorist attacks against Turkish diplomats in the 1960s, “when the Turkish
Armenians showed the decency not to respond to these provocations, it
continued with provocations aimed at the Kurds.”73 At the level of foreign
policy, the Turkish prime ministers Menderes and Demirel were toppled
by pro-American military takeovers in 1960 and 1980 after they announced
their intention to pursue better relations with the USSR and the Arab south.74
Ibid. P. 105. Quoted from his own article in Dünya. 1978. 11 September.
Quoting Bulent Ecevit, the leader of the Democratic Leftist Party and four-time prime
minister, Ilhan asserts that the 77-year-long aim of the United States is to establish
autonomous regions based on racial differences in Turkey During the Cold War, the
US hid this aim because it needed Turkeys unity and strength, but today [after the Cold
War] it does not feel the need to hide it anymore The real aim of the US is to establish
an autonomous Kurdish region in southeastern Anatolia  Ilhan. Ufkun Arkasini
Gorebilmek. Pp. 251-252.
74
Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. P. 106.
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In contrast, Presidents Yeltsin and Özal were neo-liberal peons of the
West who attempted to expedite the disintegration of their respective countries through economic and political liberalization. Their unanticipated, early
fall shows the crisis of the Western project.75 Putin, on the contrary, is on
the right track to build Eurasia as the “fourth pole” against the United States
and Europe while East Asia will constitute the third pole with which Eurasia will cooperate in balancing the other two poles.76
In stark contrast, Ilhan interprets the European Customs Union agreement that Turkey signed in 1996 as a replay of the 1838 Baltalimani trade
agreement that the Ottoman Empire signed with Britain, stipulating the
opening of the Ottoman economy to British goods, which led to the rapid
demise of Ottoman industries. Following his usual “analogical argumentative” style, Ilhan anticipates the total pauperization and peripheralization
of the Turkish economy.77
By arguing that there is a deliberate Western plan to partition Turkey, just
as there was a plan to divide up Yugoslavia and the USSR, Ilhan explicitly
asserts a unity of interests and a common destiny between Turkey and Russia
(and to a lesser extent, Yugoslavia) vis-à-vis Western imperialism. He further
warns that if Turkey does not renounce its EU candidacy, market liberalism,
pro-Western cultural policy (foreign language education, etc.) and the like, it
will disintegrate and pro-Western Kurdish and Armenian entities will be created in its midst, while some Turks themselves may be Christianized.78
In the same article, entitled A Bitter Comparison, Ilhan argues that the system, just
as it made Yeltsin play a particular role against Gorbachev in the last stage of its cold
warfare against the USSR, made Özal play a similar role against Demirel in Cold War
Turkey  He mentions how Özal cooperated with the US in the first Gulf War and how
he opened discussions of transforming Turkey into a Turkish-Kurdish Federation, which
would expand to include Iraqi Kurdistan, allowing the US to use a pro-American Turkey to expand its influence in the region. Ilhans witness, Iranian ambassador Bagheri
says, They want to divide Turkey and Iran They want to establish a Kurdish state in
Northern Iraq and take territory away from Turkey and Iran to reinforce this entity.
Ibid. Pp. 114, 116.
76
Attila Ilhan. Cumhuriyet. 2000. November 6-17-22-24; also and especially December
7, 2001. Commenting on Russian Premier Mikhail Kasyanovs visit, Ilhan argued that
Russian President Putin is offering a Turkish-Russian strategic partnership in the Eurasianist vein and that it is up to the Turkish government to accept it, bringing Turkish
foreign policy back to its original Kemalist framework.
77
Ilhan, Sultan Galiyef. Pp. 283-290. Ilhan, Ufkun Arkasini Gorebilmek. P. 251.
78
According to Ilhan, Christian proselytizing serves many functions at once. It profoundly widens the cultural gap between the elite and the Turkish Muslim masses, whereas
prose-lytizing ethnic minorities (i.e. Kurds) contributes to the same process by pressuring
the Turkish Muslim middle between a Christianized elite and Christianized minorities,
75
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Turkey’s bid to join the European Union is the culmination of six decades
of counter-revolution aimed at reversing Atatürk’s anti-imperialist, antiWestern program of modernization. Ironically, it amounts to surrendering
Turkey’s sovereignty to the very European great powers that Turkish nationalists headed by Mustafa Kemal fought against in the War for Independence (Britain, France, Italy, and Greece). Turkey is going through another
independence war against the European Union and the United States, and
the only international configuration that will allow Turkey to win this
second war is an alliance with Russia – its same ally from the first war for
independence.
I would briefly suggest that Ilhan’s fervent opposition to the European
Union, which distinguishes him and some socialists, most Kemalists, and
almost all Turkists from the liberal pro-Western camp in Turkey, is the primary
reason why his Eurasianist message found and still finds an ever expanding
audience. What unites a Maoist such as Perinçek with an anticommunist
Turkist such as Zeybek and a Kemalist “dinasaur”79 such as Çeçen and the
Bonapartist, Kemalist youth of the Türk Solu around a Eurasianist project
sharing the common features of Attila Ilhan’s thinking is precisely their
opposition to Turkey’s membership in the European Union, which has been
the central issue of Turkish politics since Turkey’s entry into the European
Customs Union in 1996.
Essentialist Claims about Turkey and Russia (on Race, Culture,
and Geopolitics)
Ilhan contends that there is no discrimination on the basis of race, religion, or language in the “essence” of Turkish civilization. Quoting Niyazi
Berkes, he argues that
Traditionally with the Turks, race, religion, blood, heritage,
and even language have not been the foundation of social unity.
Since Turks accept pluralism in all of these categories and reject
creating artificial conflicts and thus Balkanizing/Lebanonizing Turkey. Ilhan fervently
argues against Christian proselytizing, also mentioning that Atatürk outlawed Christian
missionary activity, since he saw the imperialist purposes behind it. In this respect, he
uses Ömer Turans Avrasyada Misyonerlik (Missionary Activity in Eurasia. Ankara,
2002) as a reference.
79
A pejorative adjective widely used in the mainstream liberal-Western Turkish media
to identify the statist Kemalist old left, represented by the Cumhuriyet newspaper
and the like.
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uniformity the essence of their societal unity has been either
occupational unity or administrative-state unity. The Turk,
in history, exists mostly within these two concepts. Turks never
established theocratic, aristocratic, or racial regimes Turks are
indeed deserving of attention as a humanistic people, but these
qualities make them vulnerable against two events, when their
economy or their state is shaken. Once their economy or state
is destroyed, they completely lose their sense of direction 80

Ilhan makes a similar case for Russian civilization, in which he imitates
scholars who emphasize the “service state” nature of the Russian state,
Russia’s tolerance towards Muslims, or Russia’s benign tendencies toward
assimilating minorities.81 He seems to agree with Gasprinski’s contention
that “there is no nation on Earth which treats alien subjects as humanely as
Russia”, though one would suspect Ilhan to think that Turkish-Islamic civilization is even more tolerant than Russian civilization. Ilhan’s view is somewhat similar to that of Trubetzkoy, the “father of Eurasianism” because
Trubetzkoy himself argues against racism in his article On Racism, implicitly maintaining that racial politics is alien to Eurasian peoples, Russians and
Turanians alike since Eurasians are a mixed people by nature of their composition.82
Ilhan argues that the Turkish-Islamic and the Russian-Orthodox civilizations are inherently similar to each other and different from and opposed
to the Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian Western civilization. Implicit in this
“analogical argumentation” is the hope that their similar worldview as such
80

Ilhan. Bir Sap Kirmizi Karanfil. Pp. 286-287.
Rancour-Laferniere. Assimilationism in Relation to Ethnic Hatred.
82
As for the racist program it would be ridiculous for us Russians even to discuss
them. Negroes have interbred with Russian very rarely and when this has occurred, we
have had no cause for complaint. Negro blood flowed in the veins of our greatest poet,
A. S. Pushkin marriages between Russian noblemen and Gypsies were not infrequent. As far as I know, their descendants did not display any particular genius, but they
were in no way inferior to average Russians without admixtures of Gypsy (*i.e., Indian)
blood. As for marriages between Russians and Caucasian highlanders, Georgians, and
Armenians, these have always had the very best results and to inhibit them would mean
to raise a sort of Great Wall of China between the Caucasus and the rest of RussiaEurasia, to cultivate the view of the Caucasus as a colony, a view held by many preRevolutionary administrators, but now, fortunately, abandoned Eurasianism rejects
economic materialism and finds no reason to embrace anthropological materialism, whose
philosophical foundation is far weaker than that of economic materialism. Trubetzkoy.
The Legacy of Genghis Khan. Pp. 286-287.
81
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will inevitably draw Turks and Russians together. To the extent that this
argument is made explicit, it is inextricably linked to the absence of racism
and similar homogenizing tendencies in Turkish and Russian civilizations.
Quoting Alphonse de Lamartine’s83 evaluation of the Ottoman Empire,
Ilhan notes that Lamartine finds the Ottoman Empire’s failure to assimilate
and homogenize its subjects into the Turkish-Islamic culture to be its most
important flaw and the main reason behind its ultimate demise. Lamartine
further claims that this assimilationist/homogenizing tendency, or the lack
thereof, to be the distinguishing feature between the successful Greco-Roman
tradition and the inferior Asiatic Empires. Ilhan accepts Lamartine’s argument as it is and turns it on its head by asserting that the lack of a homogenizing tendency in the Turkish and other Asiatic civilizations, including
Russian civilization since he considers Russia to be Asiatic, to be the proof
of their inherent humanism, which he critically contrasts with Western
civilization.
In Ilhan’s writing, geopolitics is posited as a scientific discipline with
a geographically determinist, inevitable logic. According to this logic,
Turkey and Russia are essentially bound to ally against the West. Geopolitics conceived as such also constitutes the theoretical core of Russian Eurasianism, whether in its classical form found in Trubetzkoy’s writings or
in the expressions of contemporary Eurasianism by its leader, Aleksandr
Dugin.84
Conclusion: Alternative Globalizations and
Counter-Hegemonic Visions in Post-Communist Eurasia:
The Example of Turkish Eurasianism
In concluding this brief, introductory examination of Turkish Eurasianism,
one has to reemphasize two aspects in particular that were already mentioned briefly at the beginning of this paper. First, Turkish Eurasianism,
maybe even more than its Russian counterpart, has to be considered as a
83
Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869) was a French historian, statesman, poet and novelist
whose Histoire de la Turquie (History of Turkey) is regarded as a popular and influential
work in Turkey.
84
Trubetzkoy. The Legacy of Genghis Khan. Aleksandr Dugin. Osnovy geopolitiki.
Geopoliticheskoe budushchee Rossii. Moscow, 1997. One could only conjecture Ilhan’s
sympathy for a geographical determinism of this kind to be an extension of his stringent
belief in historical materialism and determinism.
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counter-hegemonic vision. Counter-hegemonic visions usually emerge in
reaction to existing hegemonic projects: Visions of African Unity, the Bandung
Conference85 and the League of Non-Aligned Nations, pan-Arabism of different stripes, “Bolivarism” and Latin American Unity, the Soviet Union
itself and even Yugoslavia, visions for Balkan Unity and Baltic cooperation, and even the anti-imperialist pan-Islamism of Jamaleddin Afghani and
likeminded aspirants.
Secondly, Turkish Eurasianism is a good example of the alternative globalizations that are currently underway albeit unnoticed by the mainstream
media and the scholarly community alike. Globalization is often misperceived as the interaction of “local” cultures with a global “standard” techno-culture (read “Anglo-American culture”). Even if the resultant culture
is described as being mutually constituted by the Anglo-American “standard” and “local” cultures, this depiction suggests a very “centralized” and
unipolar vision of globalization that supposedly produces a suspiciously
homogenous mongrel culture around the world. However, Turkish Eurasianism exemplifies an attempt, also part of the globalizing processes, by some
of these “locals” to forge a new understanding of their past, present, and
future interaction with other “locals”, and to construct a supra-nationalist
myth around these new understandings. What is excluded from this new
identity construct is the presumably omnipresent Anglo-American culture.
Western European identity is present by being rejected, as Turkish Eurasianism, like its Russian counterpart, is build on a negation of what Ilhan calls
the Judeo-Christian, Greco-Roman civilization and what Trubetzkoy calls
the Romano-Germanic civilization.

85

Bandung Conference was the meeting of representatives of 29 African and Asian
nations, held at Bandung, Indonesia, in 1955. The aim – to promote economic and cultural cooperation and to oppose colonialism – was more or less achieved in an atmosphere of cordiality. China played a prominent part and strengthened its friendly relations with other Asian nations. Not invited to the conference were South Africa, Israel,
Taiwan, South Korea, and North Korea. The conference ultimately led to the establishment of the Nonaligned Movement in 1961. See The Columbia Encyclopedia. Sixth
Edition, 2001.
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SUMMARY
Â ñòàòüå àìåðèêàíñêîãî èññëåäîâàòåëÿ Ñåíåðà Àêòþðêà èññëåäóåòñÿ ôåíîìåí òóðåöêîãî åâðàçèéñòâà êàê îòíîñèòåëüíî íîâîãî
ïðîåêòà ïðèìèðåíèÿ äâóõ â ïðîøëîì âðàæäåáíûõ äðóã äðóãó
èìïåðñêèõ ãîñóäàðñòâ. Èëëþñòðèðóÿ òåçèñ îá èçìåíèâøåìñÿ
õàðàêòåðå ðîññèéñêî-òóðåöêèõ îòíîøåíèé, Àêòþðê îòìå÷àåò ðåçêî
âîçðîñøèé òîâàðîîáîðîò ìåæäó Ðîññèåé è Òóðöèåé, à òàêæå âñå
áîëåå çíà÷èòåëüíîå ñòðàòåãè÷åñêîå ñîòðóäíè÷åñòâî, âêëþ÷àÿ
âîåííî-ïîëèòè÷åñêîå âçàèìîäåéñòâèå. Ïî ìíåíèþ àâòîðà, òóðåöêîå åâðàçèéñòâî â ýòîì êîíòåêñòå ñòàíîâèòñÿ îäíèì èç êëþ÷åâûõ
ýëåìåíòîâ èíòåëëåêòóàëüíîãî ëàíäøàôòà ñîâðåìåííîãî òóðåöêîãî
ñàìîñîçíàíèÿ, íàðÿäó ñ ïàíòþðêèçìîì, ïàíèñëàìèçìîì, è çàïàäíè÷åñòâîì. Àêòþðê ïîäðîáíî îáñóæäàåò âçãëÿäû âåäóùåãî ïðîïàãàíäèñòà òóðåöêîãî åâðàçèéñòâà, ïîýòà, ïèñàòåëÿ è ïóáëèöèñòà
Àòòèëû Èëüõàíà, êîòîðûé íå òîëüêî âåðíóë â öåíòð îáùåñòâåííîãî âíèìàíèÿ Òóðöèè çíàêîâûå åâðàçèéñêèå ôèãóðû (Ìèðñàèä Ñóëòàí-Ãàëèåâ, Ìóëëà-Íóð Âàõèòîâ, Èñìàèë-áåé Ãàñïðèíñêèé),
íî è ïîñòîÿííî ïðîâîäèò ïàðàëëåëè ìåæäó èñòîðè÷åñêèì ðàçâèòèåì Òóðöèè è Ðîññèè, êîòîðûå ñêëàäûâàþòñÿ â òåêñòàõ Èëüõàíà
â ñòðóêòóðèðîâàííûé íàððàòèâ î ñóäüáàõ Åâðàçèè. Ýòîò íàððàòèâ
âêëþ÷àåò â ñåáÿ ïåðèîä ïîëóôåîäàëüíîé çàâèñèìîñòè îò Çàïàäà,
ðåâîëþöèîííûé ïåðèîä îñíîâàíèÿ íåçàâèñèìûõ Òóðöèè è
ÑÑÑÐ, ïåðèîä êîîïòàöèè Òóðöèè èìïåðèàëèñòè÷åñêèìè ñèëàìè, è,
íàêîíåö, îïòèìèñòè÷åñêèé ïðîãíîç áëåñòÿùåãî áóäóùåãî äâóõ ñòðàí
â ñîâìåñòíîì ïðîåêòå îðãàíèçàöèè Åâðàçèè. Èññëåäóÿ èäåè Èëüõàíà îòíîñèòåëüíî ñòðóêòóðíîãî ðîäñòâà ðîññèéñêîé è îñìàíñêîé
öèâèëèçàöèé (îòñóòñòâèå àññèìèëÿòîðñêèõ òåíäåíöèé è ãîìîãåíèçàöèè, îòíîñèòåëüíàÿ òîëåðàíòíîñòü â îòíîøåíèè ìåíüøèíñòâ, è
ò.ä.), Àêòþðê îòìå÷àåò, ÷òî ñòðóêòóðíîé îñîáåííîñòüþ òóðåöêîãî
åâðàçèéñòâà ÿâëÿåòñÿ ìûñëü î ñîâìåñòíîé áîðüáå Ðîññèè è Òóðöèè ïðîòèâ ðàçðóøèòåëüíîãî Çàïàäà. Ðåçóëüòàòîì ýòîé áîðüáû äîëæíî ñòàòü îáúåäèíåíèå Åâðàçèè ñîþçîì ñëàâÿíñêèõ è òþðêñêèõ
íàðîäîâ, êîòîðûé ñèìâîëèçèðóþò Ðîññèÿ è Òóðöèÿ. Ïî ìíåíèþ àâòîðà, ìîæíî ãîâîðèòü î òóðåöêîì åâðàçèéñòâå êàê êîíòð-ãåãåìîíèñòñêîì ïðîåêòå, ñðîäíè ïðîåêòàì àôðèêàíñêîãî èëè ëàòèíîàìåðèêàíñêîãî åäèíñòâà, âûçâàííîãî ðàñòåðÿííîñòüþ è ñëàáîñòüþ
ïåðåä ëèöîì çàïàäíîé öèâèëèçàöèè.
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